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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Division of Bond Finance prepared the 2017 Debt Report (the “Report”) to review changes in the
State’s debt position that occurred over the last year and show how future debt service payments, debt
issuance and revenue projections will affect the State’s benchmark debt ratio. The report also provides
information on matters important to the State’s credit ratings like pension liabilities and reserves, as
well as developments in alternative financing techniques used by the State including public private
partnerships and university direct support organizations. The Report has been prepared as required by
Section 215.98, Florida Statutes.
Debt Outstanding: Total State direct debt outstanding as of June 30, 2017 was $22.7 billion, a $1.4
billion decrease from the prior fiscal year. Total debt has decreased by $5.5 billion over the last seven
years, continuing the trend which began in 2011. Net tax-supported debt for programs supported by
State tax revenues or tax-like revenues totaled $18.9 billion while self-supporting debt, representing
debt secured by revenues generated from operating bond-financed facilities, totaled $3.8 billion.
Indirect State debt at June 30, 2017 was approximately $10.2 billion and represents debt secured by
revenues not appropriated by the State or debt obligations issued by a legal entity other than the State.
Borrowings by insurance-related entities such as Citizens Property Insurance Corporation (“Citizens”)
and the Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund Finance Corporation (“CAT Fund”) comprise almost half
of indirect debt and are increasingly emphasized in the State’s overall credit analysis due to the potential
economic and financial consequences of hurricanes on the State. Other categories of indirect debt are
university DSOs (27%), Florida Housing Finance Corporation (18%) and other (7%). For purposes of
this report, indirect debt is excluded from State debt ratios and the debt affordability analysis.
Reserves: A government’s level of general fund reserves is one of the most important indicators of its
financial strength. Maintaining strong reserves to provide a source of financial flexibility to address
revenue shortfalls or unexpected fiscal events is prudent. After using reserves to offset revenue declines
during the Great Recession, the State’s General Fund Reserves (Unspent General Revenue plus the
Budget Stabilization Fund) were replenished to $3.6 billion or 14.2% of general revenues at June 30,
2013 and cited as a key credit strength by the rating agencies. Over the last two years General Fund
Reserves are down by nearly $800 million as reserves supplemented revenue collections to fund the
budget. General Fund Reserves were approximately $2.9 billion or 9.8% of general revenues at the
end of Fiscal Year 2017. General Fund Reserves are projected to be $2.7 billion, or about 8.8% of
general revenues at June 30, 2018. Trust Fund balances also serve as an additional source of reserves,
augmenting the State’s financial flexibility. The Legislature should consider establishing a more
formal policy for General Fund Reserves.
Hurricane Irma and Expected Impacts to Reserves: Maintaining adequate reserves provides the
State the flexibility to meet unforeseen financial needs, including costs related to natural disasters such
as Hurricane Irma which made landfall in Florida in September 2017 and is expected to have a negative
impact on the State’s reserves. The fiscal impact on the State’s General Revenue Fund for Hurricane
Irma related expenses, including individual assistance costs and the State’s share of county costs, is
currently projected to be $546 million. After expected Federal Emergency Management Agency
(“FEMA”) reimbursements, these costs are expected to have a net impact on the General Fund of
$202 million with an additional net impact of $33 million on the State’s Trust Funds. These costs are
expected to be incurred over multiple budget years. Current General Fund Reserves, of $2.9 billion at
June 30, 2017, provide the State sufficient financial flexibility to cover these expenses in advance of
FEMA reimbursements.
Hurricane Irma has also affected State general revenue collections negatively, although most of the
impact may be a temporary disruption in revenues that could reverse over time. Fiscal 2018 general
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revenue collections through October 31, 2017, were approximately $246 million, or 2.6%, under the
August 2017 estimates. The Revenue Estimating Conference is scheduled to revise the General
Revenue estimates in February 2018 when the revenue impacts of Hurricane Irma will be more formally
assessed.
Pension Liability: The pension system is relatively well-funded with a funded ratio of 84.9% at June
30, 2016 based on the GASB reporting methodology. Since Fiscal 2014, Florida has fully funded its
actuarially determined contribution to the pension system returning to its normal discipline following
a period of underfunding for budget relief during the Great Recession. Annual pension contributions
are viewed as long-term fixed costs by rating agencies and incorporated into their credit analysis. The
assumptions and actuarial methodologies used to calculate the required contributions and pension
liability should accurately reflect realities or they could lead to underfunded pension contributions
and cause the pension system’s funded status to deteriorate.
The Legislature should pay particular attention to the investment return assumption used to calculate
required pension contributions. Although the investment return assumption has been lowered over the
last four years from, 7.75% to 7.5%, more progress needs to be made. The Legislature should consider
adopting a plan to systematically reduce the investment return assumption (e.g. over five years) to be
brought more in line with expected long-term returns.
Several states credit ratings have been downgraded because of poor management of their pension
systems resulting in outsized pension liabilities. Consequently, management and funding of the pension
system are important aspects of Florida’s credit ratings. The Legislature should consider formalizing
a clear policy calling for full funding of the required contribution each year to protect the strength
of the pension system.
Public-Private Partnership (“PPP”) Debt: PPPs are an increasingly popular financing mechanism
that adds short and long-term liabilities to the State’s balance sheet. PPPs refer to a multitude of
various contractual arrangements that must be carefully analyzed to determine their financial impact on
the State. In some cases, the PPP contracts create mandatory financial obligations that are properly
reflected as State debt because they encumber future State resources. PPPs have been used most
frequently by the Department of Transportation and universities. PPPs have added approximately $6.0
billion in State direct debt since inception with about $4.3 billion currently outstanding. All PPP
projects are reviewed by the Division of Bond Finance for economic impact, return on investment, and
potential credit impacts to the agency. The review process helps ensure that the PPP project complies
with the State’s debt management policies which promote prudent financial management practices and
are designed to minimize financing costs.
The 2016 Legislature created the DOT Financing Corporation to provide a more cost effective
alternative to PPP financings for accelerating transportation projects. The initial projects being
considered for utilizing the DOT Finance Corporation are improvements to the I-595/I-95 interchange
and improvements and expansion of I-4 south of downtown Orlando. See “DEVELOPMENTS IN
ALTERNATIVE FINANCING TECHNIQUES – DOT Financing Corporation” herein for more details
on the projects and finance plans.
University DSO Debt and PPPs: Universities have used their DSOs and PPPs to finance university
facilities. University and DSO debt combined totals $3.6 billion as of June 30, 2017. University and
DSO debt has increased since 2011 while State direct debt has been decreasing. DSO debt represents
nearly 77% of all debt for universities and has accounted for nearly 90% of the $580 million increase
in university and DSO debt over the last six years. DSO debt is counted as indirect debt in this Report.
State direct debt would be 12% higher if DSO debt was included. However, the Board of Governors
has enhanced oversight and has guidelines for debt management and PPPs which requires their review
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and approval of debt or PPPs used to finance university facilities. The Board of Governors is also asking
the universities’ Boards of Trustees to perform a critical evaluation of the need for university facilities
being financed with debt or PPPs.
Overview of the State’s Credit Ratings: Credit ratings play an integral role in the municipal bond
market and are one factor that affects the State’s borrowing cost on debt offerings. During the fiscal
year ended June 30, 2017, the three major rating agencies, Standard and Poor’s Rating Services
(“S&P”), Fitch Ratings (“Fitch”), and Moody’s Investors Service (“Moody’s”) each affirmed the
State’s AAA, AAA, and Aa1 general obligation ratings and Stable outlooks, respectively. Credit
strengths noted by the rating agencies include adhering to structural budget balance while absorbing
spending pressures; improved revenue performance that is outpacing estimates due to ongoing growth
in sales tax collections, the State’s primary operating revenue; strong fiscal and debt management
practices; restoring reserves that improve financial flexibility; a relatively well-funded pension system;
and broad employment and population growth that both currently exceed the U.S. growth rates.
However, the State’s ratings are sensitive to revenue volatility due to its primary reliance on sales tax
to fund the budget and the potential negative fiscal and economic consequences of a catastrophic
hurricane. Additionally, rating agencies continue to focus on the State’s ability to maintain adequate
reserves, maintain structural budget balance without over-reliance on non-recurring revenues, and
manage long-term liabilities related to the pension system and public private partnership contracts.
Estimated Annual Debt Service Requirements: As expected, annual debt service payments
increased by $125 million in Fiscal Year 2017 to $2.2 billion. The increase in Fiscal Year 2017 debt
service requirements reflects a refinement in how long-term PPP obligations are recorded. Projected
debt service is expected to increase to a high of approximately $2.3 billion for Fiscal Year 2018,
reflecting the payment obligations for the I-4 PPP Project.
Estimated Debt Issuance: Approximately $3.9 billion of debt is projected to be issued over the next
ten years primarily for transportation projects. Right-of-Way Acquisition and Bridge Construction
bonds is the primary program with projected issuance of $1.8 billion, followed by Grant Anticipation
Revenue Vehicles (“GARVEE”) of $1.2 billion and the two projects to be financed by the DOT
Financing Corporation totaling $815 million. Projections exclude any additional borrowing for PECO
or Florida Forever and additional PPP projects entered into by the Department of Transportation.
Projected debt issuance over the next ten years has increased by approximately $1.7 billion over the
$2.2 billion projected issuance figure within the 2016 Debt Report.
Revenue Projections: Revenues available to pay debt service in Fiscal Year 2017 totaled
$38.9 billion, approximately $1.4 billion more than Fiscal Year 2016. The primary increase in
available revenues ($1.3 billion) was the result of increased General Revenues. Florida’s economy
continues to strengthen following the Great Recession. Sales taxes and documentary stamp tax
collections have shown particular improvement, fueling growth in base revenues available to pay debt
service. The long-term revenue forecast could be impacted by geopolitical uncertainty and its effect on
the U.S. and international economies and continued monetary policy tightening by the Federal Reserve.
Revenue estimates promulgated at the August 2017 conferences were used for the purposes of the
2017 Report. The Revenue Estimating Conference is expected to update revenue forecasts in February
2018, and revisions to the projected benchmark debt ratio will be made accordingly.
Debt Ratios: The State’s benchmark debt ratio of debt service to revenues available to pay debt
service increased slightly in Fiscal Year 2017 to 5.59%. The increase in the benchmark debt ratio is
due to the payment of the I-4 Ultimate Project. The benchmark debt ratio remained below the 6%
policy target for a fourth consecutive year and is forecasted to continue this trend because of the
projected growth in revenues and restrained debt issuance.
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An analysis of the primary debt ratios utilized by the municipal market based on June 30, 2016 data
reveals that Florida’s ratios are lower than peer group averages for all measures. Although the State
has seen improvement in the State’s ranking among its peer group over the last ten years, in 2015 the
addition of the I-4 PPP debt resulted in the State having the fifth highest ratio of debt service to
revenues, a decline from seventh. The State ranked seventh, eighth and sixth highest, respectively, for
debt per capita, debt as a percentage of personal income and debt as a percentage of state Gross
Domestic Product (“GDP”).
Debt Ratios
2016 Comparison of Florida to Peer Group and National Medians
Net Tax-Supported Debt Net Tax-Supported
Service as a % of Revenues Debt Per Capita
Florida
5.46%
$1,001
Peer Group Mean
5.56%
$1,667
National Median
4.10%
$1,006

Net Tax-Supported Debt
Net Tax-Supported Debt
as a % of Personal Income
as a % of GDP
2.20%
2.23%
3.25%
2.82%
2.50%
2.23%

Debt Capacity: Based upon current revenue projections and existing borrowing plans primarily for
transportation projects, debt capacity is available within the 6% policy target as projections for the
benchmark debt ratio remain consistently below 6% through 2027. The debt capacity available over the
next ten years within the 6% policy target is nearly $21.1 billion. However, debt capacity is a scarce
resource and should be used only sparingly to fund critical infrastructure needs. Additional capacity is
available under the 7% cap; however, this capacity should be considered as a buffer against revenue
declines, which could quickly erode capacity under the 7% cap.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1999, the Governor and Cabinet, acting as Governing Board of the Division of Bond Finance,
requested a study of the State’s debt position. The debt study and analysis of the State’s debt position
was the genesis of the annual Debt Report. The annual analysis included in the Debt Report was and
continues to be a tool to guide policymakers when assessing the impact of bond programs on the
State’s fiscal position, enabling them to make informed decisions regarding financing proposals and
capital spending priorities. Additionally, the Report provides a methodology for measuring,
monitoring, and managing the State’s debt, thereby protecting, and perhaps enhancing, Florida’s bond
ratings.
The debt affordability study resulted in the development of a financial model that measures the impact
of changes in two variables: (1) the State’s annual debt service payments; and (2) the amount of
revenues available for debt service payments. The analysis compares the State’s current debt position
to relevant industry metrics and evaluates the impact of issuing additional debt given current economic
conditions reflected in revenue forecasts.
During the 2001 Legislative Session, the Legislature adopted the debt affordability analysis by enacting
Section 215.98, Florida Statutes. The statute requires the annual preparation and delivery of the debt
affordability analysis to the President of the Senate, Speaker of the House and the chair of each
appropriation committee. Among other things, the statute designates debt service to revenues as the
benchmark debt ratio. Additionally, the Legislature created a 6% target and 7% cap as policy
guidelines for the benchmark debt ratio.
Additional debt causing the benchmark debt ratio to exceed the 6% target may be issued only if the
Legislature determines that the additional authorization and issuance are in the best interest of the State.
Additional debt causing the benchmark debt ratio to exceed 7% may be issued only if the Legislature
determines that such additional debt is necessary to address a critical State emergency.
Preparation of the Report satisfies the requirements of Section 215.98, Florida Statutes. The purpose
of the Debt Report is to review changes in the State’s debt position that occurred over the last year
and show how future debt issuance and revenue projections will affect the State’s benchmark debt
ratio. Performing the debt affordability analysis enables the State to monitor changes in its debt
position. The Report includes information regarding current revenue estimates, which enables the State
to consider changing economic conditions in its future borrowing plans.
The Report reflects information regarding the following three factors that impact revisions to projected
debt ratios: (1) actual debt issuance and repayments over the last year; (2) projected future debt issuance
over the next ten years; and (3) revised revenue forecasts by the Revenue Estimating Conference. The
revised debt ratios are compared with national averages and Florida’s eleven-state peer group.
Additionally, the revised benchmark debt ratio is evaluated vis-a-vis the 6% target and the 7% cap.
Lastly, the Debt Report shows whether future debt capacity is available within the 6% target and 7%
cap.
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The information generated by this analysis is provided to the Governing Board of the Division of Bond
Finance and to the Governor’s Office of Policy and Budget for their use in connection with formulating
the Governor’s Budget Recommendations. Updates to the analysis will occur as Revenue Estimating
Conference forecasts are revised so that the Legislature has the latest information available when
making critical future borrowing decisions during the appropriations process. In addition, the
Legislature can request the Division of Bond Finance to conduct an analysis of the long-term financial
impact when considering any proposed bonding. Information generated by this analysis includes
important aspects for policymakers to consider when making future borrowing decisions as these
choices can affect the long-term fiscal health of the State.
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COMPOSITION OF OUTSTANDING STATE DEBT

Direct Debt Outstanding by Program
At June 30, 2017
Tra ns portation
$8.8 bi l lion, or
39%

Envi ronmental
$1.6 bi l lion, or
7%

Appropriated
Debt/Other
$1.3 bi l lion, or
6%

Educa tion
$11.0 bi l lion, or
48%

Total Direct Debt Outstanding: $22.7 billion
Figure 1

The State of Florida had $22.7 billion in total direct debt outstanding at June 30, 2017. Figure 1
illustrates the State’s investment in bond financed infrastructure by program area. Educational facilities
are the largest investment financed with bonds, with $11.0 billion or 48% of total debt outstanding. The
bulk of the outstanding amount for educational facilities is comprised of Public Education Capital
Outlay (“PECO”) bonds, which account for $8.3 billion. The 2014 Legislature passed legislation
shifting a portion of the State sales tax to the gross receipts tax on electricity to generate revenue and
bonding capacity for the PECO program. Remaining capacity was estimated at approximately $2.5
billion by the August 2017 PECO estimating conference. Despite the estimated capacity, no new
bonding for PECO has been included in the 2017 Report. Transportation infrastructure at $8.8 billion
or 39% of total debt outstanding is the second largest infrastructure investment funded with debt. The
largest part of transportation debt reflects the State’s payment obligations for financing transportation
infrastructure through Public Private Partnerships (“PPPs”) ($4.3 billion). Contributing to the next
largest portion of transportation debt are toll roads financed with bonds for Florida’s Turnpike
Enterprise ($2.7 billion) and Right-of-Way Acquisition and Bridge Construction bonds ($1.5 billion).
Environmental program bonding is the third largest component of State debt, with $1.2 billion of bonds
outstanding for the Florida Forever, Everglades Restoration and Inland Protection programs.
As shown in Figure 2, the $22.7 billion of direct debt outstanding at June 30, 2017, consisted of net
tax-supported debt totaling $18.9 billion and self-supporting debt of $3.8 billion. Net tax-supported
debt consists of debt secured by state tax revenue or tax-like revenue. Self-supporting debt is secured
by revenues generated from operating the facilities financed with bonds. The Turnpike Enterprise is the
primary self-supporting program that has outstanding debt. The remaining self-supporting debt relates
to university auxiliary enterprises, which primarily finance campus housing and parking facilities and
the water pollution control revolving loan program, which provides low interest rate loans to local
governments for wastewater projects.
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Direct Debt Outstanding by Type and Program
As of June 30, 2017
(In Millions Dollars)

Debt Type

Amount

Net Ta x-Supported Debt

$18,916.2
3,760.8

Sel f-Supporti ng Debt

Total State Debt Outstanding

$22,677.0

Net Tax-Supported Debt

Education
Public Education Capital Outlay
Capital Outlay
Lottery
University System Improvement
University Mandatory Fee
State (Community) Colleges
Total Education
Environmental
Florida Forever Bonds
Everglades Restoration Bonds
Inland Protection
Total Environmental
Transportation
Right-of-Way Acquisition and Bridge Construction
State Infrastructure Bank
PPP Obligations L-T Projects
PPP Obligations S-T Contracts
Florida Ports
Total Transportation
Appropriated Debt / Other
Facilities
Prisons
Children & Families
Juvenile Justice
Lee Moffitt Cancer Center
Master Lease
Energy Saving Contracts
Sports Facility Obligations
Total Appropriated Debt / Other
Total Net Tax-Supported Debt Outstanding

$8,318.5
165.7
1,516.0
123.3
76.1
81.8
$10,281.4
931.5
217.4
53.8
$1,202.6
1,470.0
2.9
4,299.6
10.3
331.2
$6,113.9
236.1
438.7
81.9
3.3
170.0
25.6
34.6
327.9
$1,318.2
$18,916.2

Self-Supporting Debt

Education
University Auxiliary Facility Revenue Bonds
Environmental
Florida Water Pollution Control
Transportation
Toll Facilities
State Infrastructure Bank Revenue Bonds
Total Transportation
Total Self-Supported Debt Outstanding

$747.5
333.4
2,650.4
29.4
2,679.9
$3,760.8

Figure 2
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In addition to direct debt, the State has indirect debt. Indirect debt represents debt secured by revenues
not appropriated by the State or debt obligations of a legal entity other than the State. In some cases,
indirect debt may represent a financial burden on Florida’s citizenry, e.g., assessments that are pledged
to the CAT Fund and Citizens debt. Indirect debt is not included in the State’s debt ratios or the
analysis of the State’s debt burden.

Total Indirect State Debt
$10.2 billion
Fl ori da Housing
Fi nancing Corp.
$1.8 bi l lion, or
18%
Ins urance
Enti ti es
$4.9 bi l lion, or
48%

Uni versity DSO
$2.8 bi l lion, or
27%

State Colleges &
School Districts
$0.2 bi l lion, or
2%
Wa ter
Ma na gement
Di s tricts
$0.5 bi l lion, or
5%

Figure 3

Indirect debt of the State totaled approximately $10.2 billion at June 30, 2017, $1.6 billion less than
the previous year-end. Indirect debt decreased primarily due substantial reductions in debt associated
with insurance entities ($998.5 million) and the Florida Housing Finance Corporation ($312.6 million).
Figures 3 and 4 provide information on the State’s indirect debt. CAT Fund and Citizens represented
$4.9 billion or 48% of total indirect debt and consists of pre-event financings to provide cash to pay
potential losses incurred following a hurricane. At June 30, 2017, pre-event debt outstanding was
$2.2 billion for Citizens and $2.7 billion for the CAT Fund. Although the State views the insurance
entities as completely independent and responsible for their own obligations, rating agencies consider
the amount of debt outstanding by the insurance entities integral to the State’s overall credit and debt
analysis due to the fiscal impact the insurance entity assessments could have on Florida’s citizenry.
University direct support organizations comprise nearly $2.8 billion or 27% and Florida Housing
Finance Corporation, which administers the State’s housing programs, accounts for $1.8 billion or 18%
of the total indirect debt outstanding.

Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank
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Total Indirect State Debt by Program
(In Millions of Dollars)

Insurance Entities
Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund Finance Corporation
Citizens Property Insurance Corporation
Total

$ 2,700.0
2,245.0
$

Florida Housing Finance Corporation
Single Family Programs

918.1
892.9

Multi-Family Programs
Total
University Direct Support Organizations
Shands Teaching Hospital & Affiliates
University of South Florida
University of Central Florida
Florida Gulf Coast University
Florida Atlantic University
North Florida
University of Florida
Other State Universities
Total

4,945.0

1,811.0
1,084.1
375.3
323.7
200.4
199.1
155.4
98.0
321.3

Water Management Districts
School Districts
Bay
Lake
Osceola
Other School Districts
Total
State (Community) Colleges and Foundations
Total State Indirect Debt

2,757.2
466.7
21.8
8.0
3.6
72.1
105.5
97.1
$ 10,182.4

Figure 4
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DEVELOPMENTS IN ALTERNATIVE FINANCING TECHNIQUES
Alternative financing techniques provide funding for capital projects and utilize State resources as a
repayment source. Five alternative financing techniques are noted in this section of the Report:
Department of Transportation (“DOT”) short-term Build-Finance and Design-Build-Finance contracts;
DOT long-term PPP projects where the capital costs and operations/maintenance expenses associated
with the project are paid to a private partner through “Availability Payments”; debt issued through
Direct Support Organizations (“DSOs”) of the State universities; State university financed facilities
through PPP contracts; and charter school transactions that have occurred with more frequency and
may continue to grow. Tracking and disclosing alternative financing technique transactions is
important as they frequently involve an encumbrance of future state resources but may not be
reflected in State debt.
DOT Short Term Contract Debt
DOT has used Build-Finance and Design-Build-Finance contracts (collectively referred to herein as
“Contract Debt”) to advance construction projects. Contract Debt accelerates project construction but
obligates DOT to make payments at a later date based on a pre-determined contractual schedule, which
is functionally equivalent to short-term debt. DOT generally begins making the mandatory, cash
availability payments from the State Transportation Trust Fund (“STTF”) revenues during construction
but payments sometimes continue once construction is complete. At June 30, 2017, DOT Contract Debt
totaled approximately $10.3 million and is payable through Fiscal Year 2018. DOT has one approved
project to finance improvements to I-395 with Contract Debt payments totaling $577.7 million to be
paid through Fiscal Year 2023. Contract Debt payments are shown in Figure 5. Although a portion of
the payments may be offset with other funding sources (e.g. toll revenues or contributions by local
governments), the amounts represent the total payments due under Contract Debt payable from STTF
revenues, as the State is the ultimate obligor.
DOT Cont ract Debt Pay ment s
Fisc al Y ears 2018 t hrough 2024
(In Millions of Dollars)
$150.0

Existing

Proposed

$100.0

$50.0

$0.0
Existing Contracts
Proposed I-395 Contract

2018
$ 10.3
$ 85.0

2019
$ $ 80.0

2020
$ $ 129.0

2021
$ $ 119.0

2022
$ $ 107.7

2023
$ $ 57.1

$
$

Total Contract Obligations1

$ 95.3

$ 80.0

$ 129.0

$ 119.0

$ 107.7

$ 57.1

$

1

2024
-

Total
$ 10.3
577.7
$ 588.0

Do es no t include payments required under lo ng term P 3 co ntracts fo r the P o rt o f M iami Tunnel, I-595 and I-4 Ultimate.

Figure 5

DOT’s required payments under its Contract Debt have been included as State debt and excluded from
calculating the benchmark debt ratio because the term of the Contract Debt is generally no longer than
five years, i.e. repaid within the five-year Work Program. Including required payments under the
Contract Debt would introduce near-term volatility in the State’s benchmark debt ratio, impairing the
usefulness of the debt affordability analysis as a long-term planning tool in managing the State’s debt
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position. This treatment differs from the portion of required payments for the PPP obligations for the
capital costs for the Port of Miami Tunnel, I-595, and the I-4 long-term PPP projects (discussed below)
which are included when calculating the benchmark debt ratio. Contract Debt is included in total debt
outstanding to recognize the obligations as State debt but excluded from calculating the benchmark
debt ratio because of the short-term nature of the obligation and to reduce near-term volatility in the
benchmark debt ratio.
DOT Long-Term PPP Projects
Pursuant to Section 334.30, Florida Statutes, DOT has executed three agreements with private partners
to advance construction of the I-595 Corridor Improvement Project, the Port of Miami Tunnel Project,
and I-4 Project through Orlando. These projects have original combined construction costs of
$4.5 billion ($1.3 billion for the I-595, $543 million for the Port of Miami Tunnel, and $2.7 billion
for the I-4 Project).
The capital costs and operations/maintenance expenses of these PPP projects are paid through
“Availability Payments” and short-term payments tied to construction. Availability Payments are
mandatory, scheduled payments that commence when construction is complete and continue for 30 to
35 years thereafter. The capital costs of these PPP projects are included as outstanding debt of the State.
The capital portion of the required payments for DOT’s PPP projects total $7.2 billion over the next
38 years. The schedule of mandatory payments for the construction of PPP projects is shown in Figure
6. The maximum aggregate annual payment of $543 million for the capital costs associated with these
projects is due in 2022. If the maximum payment were due in Fiscal Year 2017 and included as debt
service, the 2017 benchmark debt ratio would increase by approximately 0.40%.

Figure 6

As noted above, the State includes the PPP obligations for the capital costs associated with
construction of PPP projects as State debt. The general consensus among rating agencies is short-term
payments tied to construction, no matter when paid to the private partner, should be included as debt
of the State. Consequently, at June 30, 2017, the remaining short-term payments tied to construction
associated with the I-595 Project ($222 million) and with the I-4 Project ($1.5 billion) are included as
State debt.
Section 334.30, Florida Statutes, requires DOT to ensure that no more than 15% of the total available
federal and state funding in the STTF in any given year be obligated to required payments for Contract
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Debt and PPP contracts. The amount available under the 15% cap varies annually over the next ten
years; however, DOT estimates that in Fiscal Year 2027, $938 million remains for further leveraging
under the statutory cap. The amount available under the statutory cap generates (for illustrative
purposes) additional debt capacity of $9.4 billion. If this amount were added to the State’s Fiscal
Year 2017 benchmark debt ratio calculation, the incremental increase would be approximately
3.41%. Going forward, we will continue to analyze the amount available in the STTF that can be further
leveraged under the statutory cap to determine the effect on the State’s benchmark debt ratio.
DOT Financing Corporation
The 2016 Legislature adopted legislation which established the Florida Department of Transportation
Financing Corporation to provide a more efficient method of financing projects to be advanced in
DOT’s work plan. Applicable projects would require specific approval for the financing by the
Legislature along with the project approval. The Financing Corporation will be governed by a board of
directors consisting of the Governor’s Budget Director, Director of Bond Finance and Secretary of
Transportation. Financings undertaken by the corporation will be secured by a covenant to budget and
appropriate monies from the State Transportation Trust Fund (“STTF”) with no effective limit on the
amount of debt that may be secured by STTF revenues.
The Department of Transportation is considering using the Financing Corporation to finance an
interchange connecting I-95 and I-595 and a second express lane from the interchange, north-bound
and south bound, on I-95 in Broward County (“I-95/I-595 Project”). The I-95/I-595 Project is estimated
to cost $500 million and is scheduled for Fiscal Year 2019. The project is anticipated to be financed
over three years with the life of the loan being no longer than 15 years.
The Department of Transportation is also considering using the Financing Corporation to finance
expansion and improvements to I-4 south of downtown Orlando (“I-4 Beyond the Ultimate” project).
The first wave of expansion and improvement is estimated to utilize a combined $314 million in
bonding and is scheduled for Fiscal Year 2020. The project is anticipated to be financed over three
years with the life of the loan being no longer than 30 years.
Debt issued by the DOT Financing Corporation will be included under the 20% debt limit set forth in
F.S. 339.139. Under the current limitation the DOT Financing Corporation could issue approximately
$6.5 billion in additional debt and remain under the statutory limit. The Legislature should consider
establishing a limit on annual debt service (e.g. $150 million annually) to limit the amount of debt
that the Corporation may issue.
University DSO and PPP Obligations
Each university in the State system utilizes DSOs to support its various auxiliary functions (e.g.
athletics, healthcare, fundraising, research activities, etc.). DSOs can also serve as a conduit issuer or
shell corporation that universities use to finance capital projects, including campus housing, parking
and athletic facilities. DSO transactions are approved by the universities’ Boards of Trustees, DSO
Boards, and the Board of Governors; however, unlike transactions managed by the Division of Bond
Finance, DSO transactions do not require approval by the Governor and Cabinet. As shown in Figure 7,
University DSO debt and PPP obligations are estimated to be approximately $2.8 billion at June 30,
2017 and represented 77% of university debt outstanding. If DSO debt and PPP obligations were
included in State direct debt it would be approximately 12% higher. Universities have increasingly
used DSOs to incur debt for infrastructure projects and DSOs are responsible for over 90% of the
growth in university debt over the last five years. For purposes of the 2017 Report, University DSO
debt and PPP obligations are excluded from state debt and the benchmark debt ratio.
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University and DSO Outstanding Debt Obligations
Fisc al Y ears 2011 t hrough 2017
(In M illio ns o f Do llars)

$4,000.0

University

DSO

$3,000.0

$2,000.0
$1,000.0
$0.0
2 0 11

2 0 12

2 0 13

2 0 14

2 0 15

2 0 16

2 0 17

University $ 752.4 $ 829.9 $ 854.6 $ 939.4 $ 926.7 $ 877.6 $ 823.6
2,244.1
2,345.0
2,124.3
2,347.4
2,792.5
2,751.2
2,757.2
DSO
Total Debt $ 2,996.5 $ 3,174.9 $ 2,978.9 $ 3,286.8 $ 3,719.2 $ 3,628.8 $ 3,580.8
Figure 7

Board of Governors PPP and Debt Management Guidelines
During Fiscal Year 2016, the Board of Governors (“BOG”) adopted Guidelines for using PPPs to
finance university facilities (“PPP Guidelines”). The PPP Guidelines create a framework for
analyzing and authorizing university PPPs. The PPP Guidelines are consistent with the requirements
and limitations set forth in Section 1010.62, Florida Statutes governing the issuance of university or
DSO debt, including the BOG’s review and approval. Pursuant to the PPP Guidelines, each transaction
will be analyzed and if it involves the financing of university facilities it will be properly reflected as
university or DSO debt. We will continue to monitor the development of university PPP agreements
and the associated long-term obligations to determine their effect on the State’s liability profile.
The BOG also amended its Debt Management Guidelines to require universities to coordinate rating
agency communications with staff of the Board of Governors and Division of Bond Finance. The
participation of the Board of Governors and the Division of Bond Finance staff will facilitate the
coordinated delivery of information to the rating agencies and better position the universities to
maintain their ratings on university and DSO debt.
Charter Schools
According to the Florida Department of Education’s website, there were 654 charter schools educating
283,800 students in the State of Florida in Fiscal Year 2017, an enrollment increase of 4.7% in one
year. Like Florida public schools, charter schools receive funding for operations from the State on a per
student basis. In addition, charter schools can become eligible for capital outlay funding beginning in
the fourth year of operation. Capital outlay disbursements to charter schools totaled $75 million in
Fiscal Year 2017, an increase of $25 million from Fiscal Year 2016. Enrollment demand has pressured
existing charter school facilities and contributed to the proliferation of debt issuance to finance new
schools or refinance existing schools. Since charter school debt is not a direct obligation of the State
and municipal market participants evaluate the obligations based on the operator and success of the
school, it is not treated as State direct debt and is excluded when calculating the benchmark debt
ratio.
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CHANGES IN STATE DEBT OUTSTANDING
Reviewing the trend in the State’s outstanding debt is an important tool in evaluating how debt levels
have changed over time. Figure 8 illustrates the growth in total State direct debt from Fiscal Years 2007
through 2010 and the subsequent reductions in Fiscal Years 2011 through 2014 before increasing in
Fiscal Year 2015 and once again decreasing in Fiscal Year 2016 and 2017.
Historical Total Direct Debt Outstanding
Fiscal Years 2007 t hrough 2017
(In Billions of Dollars)
$30.0
$25.0
$20.0
$15.0
$10.0
$5.0

$0.0
Debt Outstanding
Annual Change
% Change

2007
$24.1
1.1
4.6%

2008
$24.3
0.2
0.7%

2009
$26.4
2.1
8.8%

2010
$28.2
1.8
6.7%

2011
$27.7
(0.5)
-1.7%

2012
$26.2
(1.4)
(5.2)%

2013
$24.6
(1.6)
(6.2)%

2014
$24.2
(0.4)
(1.5)%

2015
$25.7
1.5
6.2%

2016
$24.1
(0.1)
(0.5)%

2017
$22.7
(3.1)
(11.9)%

Figure 8

During Fiscal Years 2007 through 2010, the State made substantial investments in infrastructure for
education, transportation, and acquiring conservation lands to address the needs of a growing
population. As a result, total State direct debt grew by $4.1 billion from $24.1 billion at June 30, 2007
to $28.2 billion at June 30, 2010. During those years, increases in debt outstanding were primarily due
to the issuance of PECO bonds ($1.7 billion), PPP obligations ($1.8 billion), Lottery bonds ($900
million), and correctional facility financings ($440 million).
Between June 30, 2010 and June 30, 2017, total direct debt declined by approximately $5.5 billion,
or 20%, because very little new money debt was authorized. The decrease in new money debt
authorizations was due in part to a change in debt management policy that requires more rigorous
scrutiny of debt financed projects with a focus on the return on investment or other appropriate
quantitative metrics. In Fiscal Year 2015 debt increased by approximately $1.5 billion to $25.7 billion
due to substantial investment in transportation infrastructure (I-4 Project) and a refinement in how PPP
obligations are recorded. In Fiscal Year 2017 debt declined $1.4 billion and continued the downward
trend started in Fiscal Year 2011.
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The State executed 14 refinancing transactions in Fiscal Year 2017 generating gross debt service
savings of $304 million or $247 million on a present value basis. The vast majority of debt issuance
over the last 7.5 fiscal years has been to refinance debt at lower interest rates and reduce annual debt
service requirements. As shown in Figure 9 below, over the last 7.5 fiscal years, the State has executed
98 refundings totaling $14.1 billion generating gross debt service savings of $2.8 billion over the
remaining life of the bonds or $2.2 billion on a present value basis. Over 60% of all State debt has
been refinanced to lower interest rates.

Historical Refinancing Activity
Fiscal Years 2011 through 2017: 2018 Y-T-D
(In Millions of Dollars)
$3,500.0
$3,000.0
$2,500.0

$2,000.0
$1,500.0
$1,000.0
$500.0
$-

Number of Transactions
Refunding Par

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
Total
12
20
10
9
14
13
14
6
98
$ 1,491.1 $ 2,595.0 $ 2,049.4 $ 713.9 $ 2,004.2 $ 3,003.6 $ 1,267.8 $ 954.3 $ 14,079.2

Refunding Savings:
Gross Savings
Present Value Savings

$
$

193.3 $
162.4 $

450.9 $
366.2 $

515.6 $
406.1 $

99.1 $
87.0 $

375.9 $
311.1 $

618.8 $ 303.6 $ 255.2 $
380.5 $ 247.0 $ 201.0 $

2,812.4
2,161.2

Figure 9

The State of Florida has been able to take advantage of historically low interest rates over the past
several years through the use of advance refunding bonds. Advance refunding bonds are refunding
bonds that are issued more than 90 days prior to the call date. The repeal of tax-exempt advance
refunding bonds is in the Tax Reform legislation passed in both chambers’ of Congress. If the repeal
becomes law, it will have a significant impact on the State’s ability to take advantage of favorable
interest rate environments to refinance its debt and provide meaningful savings to its taxpayers and
citizens.
The Federal Reserve is expected to continue its policy of monetary tightening for the foreseeable future.
Continued tightening by the Fed will lead to an increase in interest rates which could hinder future
refinancing of State debt.
The combination of Tax Reform and expected further monetary policy tightening from the Fed will
likely lead to a decline in refinancing activity as the State will have fewer refinancing tools in a rising
rate environment.
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CHANGES IN ANNUAL DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS
Annual debt service payments for the State’s existing net tax-supported debt were approximately
$2.2 billion in Fiscal Year 2017. Over the last ten years annual debt service payments increased
between Fiscal Years 2007 and 2011, peaking at $2.2 billion in Fiscal Year 2011 where it remained for
two years before declining 14% to $1.9 billion in Fiscal Year 2014. The change in the annual debt
service payment mirrors the increase in total debt outstanding between Fiscal Years 2007 and 2010 and
subsequent decline between Fiscal Years 2011 and 2014. The increase in Fiscal Years 2015, 2016 and
2017 show the impact from refining how PPP obligations are reflected. From a budgetary perspective,
measuring the growth in annual debt service indicates how much of the State’s resources are obligated
for paying debt service before providing for other essential government services.
Figure 10 depicts the change in annual debt service payments over the last eleven years. The annual
debt service requirement of $1.9 billion in Fiscal Year 2014 illustrates the first material decline in debt
service since 1990. In Fiscal Year 2015, 2016 and 2017, debt service increased by $84 million, $82
million and $125 million, respectively, to nearly $2.2 billion in Fiscal Year 2017 reflecting the impact
of PPP payments.
Historical Net Tax-Supported Debt Service
Fiscal Years 2007 t hrough 2017
(In Millions of Dollars)

$2,500.0
$2,000.0

$1,500.0
$1,000.0
$500.0

$0.0
Debt Service

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

$1,768

$1,898

$2,058

$2,095

$2,204

$2,191

$2,196

$1,887

$1,971

$2,053

$2,178

Figure 10
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Figure 11 shows annual debt service payments consisting of both principal and interest amounts over
the next ten years for the State’s existing net tax-supported debt. Debt service payments on existing
outstanding debt total $17.4 billion over the next ten years, with principal and interest payments of
$12.2 billion and $5.2 billion, respectively. Annual debt service requirements increase next fiscal year
to a peak of $2.3 billion before declining to approximately $2.0 billion in Fiscal Years 2019 through
2021. The uneven or increasing annual debt service requirements are due to the short-term (usually five
years or less) payments for DOT PPPs tied to construction of the projects (I-595 and I-4 Projects).
Existing Net Tax-Supported Debt Service Requirements
Next Ten Years
(In Millions of Dollars)
$2,500.0

Principal

Interest

$2,000.0
$1,500.0
$1,000.0
$500.0
$0.0
Principal
Interest

2018
$ 1,573.9
700.6

2019
1,375.9
656.4

2020
1,445.7
608.6

2021
1,442.4
607.0

2022
1,550.4
558.0

2023
1,136.5
510.0

2024
1,055.3
443.9

2025
1,001.6
398.7

2026
858.3
356.8

2027
791.3
323.5

Totals
12,231.3
5,163.5

Total

$ 2,274.5

$ 2,032.3

$ 2,054.3

$ 2,049.4

$ 2,108.4

$ 1,646.5

$ 1,499.2

$ 1,400.3

$ 1,215.1

$ 1,114.8

$ 17,394.8

Figure 11
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PROJECTED DEBT ISSUANCE
Future projected debt issuance is provided by various State agencies that receive proceeds under
authorized bond programs. Projections exclude any (beyond that authorized but unissued) additional
PECO borrowing and exclude Florida Forever, and additional PPP projects not yet entered into by the
Department of Transportation as the amounts and timing of debt issuance under these programs are
unknown.

Projected Debt Issuance By Program
Fiscal Years 2018 through 2027
(In Millions of Dollars)
Fiscal
Year
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
Total
Figure 12

PECO
$
90.0
35.0
$ 125.0

ROW
$
288.7
300.0
400.0
200.0
190.0
200.0
110.0
65.0
$ 1,753.7

GARVEE
$
100.0
425.0
400.0
210.0
35.0
$ 1,170.0

DOT
Fin. Corp
$
188.1
250.3
258.7
90.4
27.4
$
814.8

Master
Lease
$ 12.5
11.0
11.0
$ 34.5

Total
Issuance
$ 301.2
589.1
796.3
883.7
680.4
437.4
110.0
65.0
35.0
$ 3,898.0

As detailed in Figure 12, approximately $3.9 billion in debt issuance is projected over the next ten
years, primarily for transportation. The projected issuance increased by $1.7 billion (80%) from $2.2
billion previously projected in the 2016 Report. The 2014 Legislature passed legislation that shifted a
portion of the State sales tax to the gross receipts tax on electricity and telecommunications that
generates revenues dedicated to the PECO program. The August 2017 PECO estimating conference
projects that the funds shift creates nearly $2.4 billion in PECO bonding capacity but only the issuance
approved by the 2017 Legislative Session is included and no additional projected issuance is included
in the 2017 Report. The increase in projected issuance over the next ten years negatively impacts the
projected benchmark debt ratio.
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PROJECTED DEBT SERVICE
Projected Annual Debt Service Next Ten Years
(In Millions of Dollars)

$3,000.0

Existing

Projected

$2,500.0
$2,000.0

$1,500.0
$1,000.0
$500.0
$0.0
Existing
Projected
Total

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
$ 2,274.5 $ 2,032.3 $ 2,054.3 $ 2,049.4 $ 2,108.4 $ 1,646.5 $ 1,499.2 $ 1,400.3 $ 1,215.1 $ 1,114.8
30.6
126.5
227.8
283.0
297.4
308.4
319.5
323.7
323.7
323.7
$ 2,305.1 $ 2,158.8 $ 2,282.1 $ 2,332.4 $ 2,405.8 $ 1,954.9 $ 1,818.7 $ 1,724.0 $ 1,538.8 $ 1,438.5

Figure 13

Existing debt service and the annual debt service requirements associated with projected bond issuance
over the next ten fiscal years is shown in Figure 13. Based on existing and projected debt service,
annual debt service is expected to increase to about $2.3 billion in Fiscal Year 2018 and will remain
between $2.2 billion and $2.3 billion through Fiscal Year 2021 and will increase to a peak of $2.4
billion in Fiscal Year 2022, before declining to approximately $2.0 billion in Fiscal Year 2023.
Figure 13 excludes required payments for DOT’s short-term Contract Debt, which is included in total
outstanding debt but not in projected debt service requirements.
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LONG-RUN REVENUE FORECASTS
Revenue available to pay debt service is one of the two variables used to calculate the benchmark debt
ratio. Actual revenue collections for Fiscal Year 2017 exceeded Fiscal Year 2016 collections by
$1.4 billion, a 3.6% increase. The primary increase in available revenues ($1.3 billion) was the result
of increased General Revenues. Changes in revenue estimates have a significant impact on the
calculation of available debt capacity and are especially important given the State’s dynamic
economic environment. Since August 2016, general revenue estimates have remained largely
unchanged for Fiscal Years 2017, 2018 and 2019. The August 2017 Revenue Estimating Conference
results have been used for purposes of this Report. Revenue forecasts will be reviewed and revised
by the Revenue Estimating Conferences in February 2018 and this Report will be updated once the
results are available. Forecasted revenue growth could be tempered by geopolitical uncertainty and its
effect on the U.S. and international economies and continued monetary policy tightening by the Federal
Reserve. Additionally, Hurricane Irma’s landfall in Florida in September 2017 has had a negative
impact on Fiscal Year 2018 revenue collections. General Revenues from sales tax collections were
$125 million less than projected in October, reflecting September sales activity, primarily due to the
effects of Hurricane Irma. Corporate income tax collections for September and October combined were
$103 million less than projected. Year-to-date General Revenues are $246 million, or 2.6%, below
estimates. The impact of Hurricane Irma on General Revenues will be more fully assessed when the
General Revenue estimates are revised in February 2018.
General revenues, as well as specific tax revenues pledged to various bond programs (such as gross
receipts taxes pledged to the PECO bonds, motor fuel taxes pledged to Right-of-Way bonds, and
dedicated percentages of documentary stamp tax collections pledged to the Florida Forever and
Everglades Restoration bond programs), are available for debt service. Historical and short-term
projections of revenues available for debt service, broken down by source, are provided in Figure 14.
The projection of revenues available for debt service reflects forecasts adopted at the August 2017
Revenue Estimating Conferences.
Total revenues available in Fiscal Year 2017 totaled $38.9 billion or $1.4 billion more than the $37.6
billion available in Fiscal Year 2016. The increase in total available revenues helped offset the
increase in annual debt service which put upward pressure on the projected benchmark debt ratio.
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Projected Revenue Available for State Tax-Supported Debt
(In Millions of Dollars)
Actual
Fiscal Year
Revenue Available:
General Revenue

2016

2019

2020

28,325.4 $
(744.1)

29,594.5
(762.2)

$

30,926.0 $
(871.8)

32,201.4 $
(903.7)

33,474.9
(934.6)

$

27,581.3

28,832.3

$
$

31,297.7
1,181.5
795.0
1,721.3

32,540.4
1,207.4
807.0
1,709.1

Documentary Stamp Tax
Motor Fuel Tax
Motor Vehicle License-Surcharge
Tax on Pollutants-IPTF
University Net Bldg Fees & Cap. Impr. Fees
Community College Cap. Impr.Fees
Title Fees
Federal Reimbursements for Transportation
Other Sources
Designated for P3 Debt Payments
$

Total State Revenue Available

2018

$

Less : Documentary Stamp Tax Included Below
Net General Revenue
Specific Tax Revenue
Gross Receipts
Motor Vehicle License
Lottery

Projection

2017

$

1,157.7
659.7
1,674.0

1,111.6
734.6
1,656.3

30,054.3
1,153.2
797.4
1,669.6

2,276.9
1,352.8
25.4
206.6
55.8
40.6
200.0
2,357.2

2,417.8
1,398.7
25.7
212.9
56.2
40.1
200.0
2,216.5

2,521.7
1,418.1
18.4
216.1
56.8
41.6
200.0
2,793.7

2,622.6
1,470.8
18.4
219.6
57.3
43.1
200.0
2,433.7

2,719.6
1,518.3
18.4
222.8
57.9
44.6
200.0
2,381.7

2.5
37,590.5

42.3
38,945.0

10.5
40,951.5

2.8
42,063.8

2.8
43,430.0

$

$

$
$

$

$
$

$

Figure 14

Figure 15 sets forth a five-year history and ten-year estimate of revenues available to pay debt service.
Consistent improvement in the State’s economy since Fiscal Year 2013 has positively affected revenues
available for debt service and the projected benchmark debt ratio. Projected stable long-term revenue
growth exerts positive influence on the benchmark debt ratio. However, current year-to-date collections
are $246 million, or 2.6%, less than August 2017 projections due to the impact of Hurricane Irma. Nearterm revenues will be updated by the Revenue Estimating Conference to be held in February 2018.
Revenues Available for Debt Service
(In Billions of Dollars)
$60.0
Historical

Projected

$50.0

$40.0
$30.0
$20.0

$10.0
$0.0
August 2016
Available Revenues

2013
$ 32.3

2014
$ 33.7

2015
$ 35.4

2016
$ 37.6

2017
$ 38.9

2018
$ 40.3

2019
$ 42.1

2020
$ 43.4

2021
$ 44.9

2022
$ 46.2

2023
$ 47.6

2024
$ 49.2

2025
$ 50.5

2026
$ 52.2

2027
$ 54.0

Figure 15
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BENCHMARK DEBT RATIO
The metric used for the benchmark in the debt affordability analysis is the ratio of debt service to
revenues available to pay debt service. The policy guidelines established by the Legislature include a
6% target and a 7% cap for the benchmark debt ratio. Figure 16 tracks both the historical and
projected benchmark debt ratio. The benchmark debt ratio increased significantly between Fiscal
Years 2007 and 2009 as revenues declined during the Great Recession. Following Fiscal Year 2010,
the benchmark debt ratio gradually declined when revenues improved and debt service payments
remained flat. Total Debt service payments of $2.2 billion in Fiscal Year 2017 were nearly $125
million higher than Fiscal Year 2016. The benchmark debt ratio increased slightly in Fiscal Year
2017 to 5.59%, remaining under the 6% target for the fourth consecutive year. The increase in the
benchmark debt ratio is primarily attributable to the large capital payments associated with the I-4
Ultimate and I-595 Public Private Partnerships.
Historical and Projected Benchmark Debt Ratio
9.0%
8.0%
7.0%
6.0%
5.0%

2017 Ra tio 5.59%

4.0%
3.0%

2.0%
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

7% Cap

6% Target

Historical

2017 Projection

Figure 16

The projected benchmark debt ratio for the next ten years, shown in Figure 17, is based on the August
2017 revenue forecasts and projected debt issuance as of the date of this Report. Year-to-date Fiscal
2018 revenue collections through October 31, 2017, are approximately $246 million, or 2.6%, less than
the August 2017 estimates due to the impact of Hurricane Irma. Hurricane Irma’s effect on future State
revenue collections is unknown. The Revenue Estimating Conference scheduled in February 2018 is
expected to revise the general revenue forecast, and projections of the benchmark debt ratio will be
updated accordingly.

Benchmark Debt Ratio Projection

2017 Projection

Actual
2016

Actual
2017

5.46%

5.59% 5.63% 5.13% 5.25% 5.20% 5.21% 4.11% 3.70% 3.41% 2.95% 2.67%

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Figure 17

Although the benchmark debt ratio increased to 5.59% in Fiscal Year 2017, it remained below the
6% target for the fourth consecutive year. Projections show the benchmark debt ratio remaining below
the 6% policy target over the forecast period reflecting lower projected issuance and steady increases
in forecasted revenue collections.
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Projected bond issuance excludes any additional borrowing for PECO debt, Florida Forever, and
additional PPP projects entered into by the Department of Transportation as the amounts and timing of
debt issuance under these programs are unknown. The projected improvement in the benchmark debt
ratio is dependent on realizing the revenue growth projected by the Revenue Estimating Conference
and forgoing new bond authorizations beyond those included in projected borrowing plans.
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CHANGE IN DEBT CAPACITY
The final step in the debt affordability analysis is estimating future debt capacity. Debt capacity as
shown below in Figure 18 is based on projected issuance as of the date of this Report and the August
2017 revenue projections. Debt capacity can change significantly due to changes in revenue estimates
reflecting a changing economic environment. With the benchmark debt ratio remaining below the 6%
policy target in Fiscal Year 2017 and with a significant reduction in projected debt issuance over the
next 10 years, a substantial amount of debt capacity is available for future bonding.

Debt Capacity Analysis Ten-Year Projection
6% Target ; 7.0% Cap
(In Millions of Dollars)

6% Target
Total Debt Capacity Available

$

Estimated Bond Issuance
Net Debt Capacity Available

$

7% Cap

24,975.0

$ 31,900.0

3,898.0

3,898.0

21,077.0

$ 28,002.0

Figure 18

Figure 18 shows that over the next ten years, nearly $25.0 billion in bonding capacity is available based
on the 6% benchmark debt ratio target. As shown previously, projected debt issuance under existing
bond programs is approximately $3.9 billion for the next ten fiscal years. As a result, approximately
$21.1 billion of debt capacity is available over the next ten years (a $800 million decrease in available
debt capacity over last year’s estimate), which is attributable to higher projected issuance estimates.
Assumptions for projected issuance excludes any additional borrowing for PECO, Florida Forever, and
additional PPP projects entered into by the Department of Transportation as the amounts and timing of
debt issuance under these programs are unknown. Also shown in Figure 18 is an estimated $28.0 billion
in net debt capacity available to address State infrastructure needs under the 7% benchmark debt ratio
cap over the next ten years.
Projections in this Report indicate the benchmark debt ratio will remain consistently below the 6%
target through 2027, which provides flexibility for the State to issue additional debt while
maintaining compliance with the 6% policy target. However, the State’s debt policy was modified in
December 2012, requiring state agencies to show a return on investment or other appropriate
quantitative metrics as justification for bond-financed projects. This policy change creates a more
rigorous standard to justify using bonding capacity and reinforces the principle that estimated debt
capacity should be considered a scarce resource and used sparingly to provide funding for critical
State infrastructure needs. Once used, the capacity is not available again for 20 to 30 years.
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DEBT RATIO COMPARISON
The municipal bond market evaluates a government’s debt position with four primary debt ratios: debt
service to revenues; debt per capita; debt to personal income; and net tax-supported debt as a percentage
of a state’s gross domestic product (“GDP”). Florida’s debt ratios are compared to national and peer
group medians where the State’s peer group is comprised of the eleven most populous states. Florida’s
debt ratios as shown in Figure 19 are lower than peer group averages for every metric and are
generally consistent with national averages.
Debt Ratios
2016 Comparison of Florida to Peer Group and National Medians
Florida
Peer Group Mean
National Median

Net Tax-Supported Debt Net Tax-Supported
Service as a % of Revenues Debt Per Capita
5.46%
$1,001
5.56%
$1,667
4.10%
$1,006

Net Tax-Supported Debt
Net Tax-Supported Debt
as a % of Personal Income
as a % of GDP
2.20%
2.23%
3.25%
2.82%
2.50%
2.23%

Figure 19

Figure 20 details the Eleven Most Populous State Peer Group Comparison for the four debt ratios
relative to net tax-supported debt. Florida improved in the Debt Service as a Percent of Revenues
category where Florida’s relative ranking improved to 6th highest from 5th highest. Florida maintained
the 7th spot in debt per capita, 8th spot in personal income and improved to 6th highest from 5th highest
in debt as a percent of State GDP.
2016 Debt Ratios Comparison of Eleven Most Populous States

New Jers ey
Il l i noi s
New York
Georgi a
Ohi o
Florida
Ca l i forni a
Penns yl va ni a
North Ca rol i na
Texa s
Mi chi ga n
Median
Mean
National Median

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Net Tax-Supported
Debt Service
as a % of Revenues
10.10%
8.80%
7.40%
6.20%
5.60%
5.46%
4.90%
4.20%
3.30%
2.70%
2.50%
5.46%
5.56%
4.10%

Rank
1
3
2
8
6
7
4
5
10
11
9

Net Tax-Supported
Debt Per Capita
$4,388
$2,511
$3,070
$992
$1,087
$1,001
$2,217
$1,337
$659
$383
$689
$1,087
$1,667
$1,006

Rank
1
3
2
6
6
8
4
5
9
11
9

Net Tax-Supported
Debt as a % of
Personal Income
7.30%
5.10%
5.30%
2.50%
2.50%
2.20%
4.20%
2.70%
1.60%
0.80%
1.60%
2.50%
3.25%
2.50%

Net Tax-Supported General Obligation
Debt as a %
Ratings
Rank
of State GDP
Fitch/Moody's/S&P
1
6.91%
A/A3/A3
4.14%
BBB/Ba a 2/BBB2
4.23%
AA+/Aa 1/AA+
8
2.05%
AAA/Aa a /AAA
7
2.07%
AA+/Aa 1/AA+
6
2.23%
AAA/Aa1/AAA
4
3.51%
AA-/Aa 3/AA5
2.41%
AA-/Aa 3/A+
10
1.35%
AAA/Aa a /AAA
11
0.66%
AAA/Aa a /AAA
9
1.46%
AA/Aa 1/AA2.23%
2.82%
2.23%

Figure 20

Pension Obligations
The pension system is relatively well-funded with a funded ratio of 84.9% at June 30, 2016 based on
GASB reporting methodology. Since 2014, Florida has fully funded its actuarially determined
contribution to the pension system following a decision to underfund this contribution for budget relief
during the Great Recession. Rating agencies continue to evaluate the credit impact of unfunded pension
liabilities and several states have been downgraded due to the magnitude and poor management of the
pension obligation. Annual pension contributions are viewed as long-term fixed costs by rating
agencies, and like debt service, potentially crowd-out other expenditures and create structural budget
imbalance if not managed prudently. As a result, management and funding of the pension system are
important aspects of evaluating Florida’s credit rating.
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Rating agencies have developed quantitative methodologies to evaluate a state’s pension liabilities and
integrate them into their credit analysis. Moody’s and Fitch each employ various “adjustments” to
reported pension liabilities for greater comparability across the state sector including application of a
common rate of return to the pension system’s investments. Additionally, for multi-employer plans like
Florida’s, Moody’s and Fitch allocate the unfunded liability to all participating governments, attributing
only a portion to the State. These adjusted net pension liabilities (“ANPL”) are analyzed relative to the
economic metrics used to evaluate debt obligations among Florida’s peer group. As shown in Figure
21, Florida’s adjusted pension liability of about $16.5 billion falls significantly below the median of
nearly $42.9 billion for the largest states with Florida having the next to lowest ratio in the peer group
when comparing the ANPL to revenues, personal income, per capita, and GDP.
2016 Pension Metrics Comparison of Eleven Most Populous States
Adjusted Net Pension Liabilities ("ANPL") and Medians

State
Rank
Il l i noi s
1
Ca l i forni a
2
Texa s
3
New Jers ey
4
Penns yl va ni a
5
New York
6
Mi chi ga n
7
Georgi a
8
Florida
9
Ohi o
10
North Ca rol i na
11
Median
Mean
National Median

ANPL
(in Millions)
$ 200,629
192,535
108,619
94,969
66,598
42,914
36,820
19,679
16,531
13,639
6,709
$ 42,914
$ 72,695
$ 9,734

Rank
1
5
4
2
3
8
6
7
10
9
11

ANPL as a % of
Own-Source Revenues
487.0%
117.0%
162.0%
249.0%
164.0%
47.0%
115.0%
82.0%
35.0%
43.0%
24.0%
115.0%
138.6%
82.0%

Rank
1
4
5
2
3
7
6
8
10
9
11

ANPL
Per Capita
$ 15,672
4,905
3,898
10,618
5,209
2,173
3,709
1,909
802
1,174
661
$ 3,709
$ 4,612
$ 2,446

ANPL as a % of
Personal
ANPL as a % of
Rank
Income Rank
State GDP
1
30.1%
1
25.3%
4
8.8%
5
7.4%
6
8.2%
6
6.7%
2
17.1%
2
16.3%
3
10.2%
3
9.2%
8
3.6%
8
2.9%
5
8.4%
4
7.6%
7
4.6%
7
3.7%
10
1.8%
10
1.8%
9
2.6%
9
2.2%
11
1.6%
11
1.3%
8.2%
6.7%
8.8%
7.7%
6.0%
4.9%

Figure 21

Rating agencies continue to refine their analysis used to evaluate pension liabilities. They are now
evaluating the reasonableness of assumptions used to calculate the pension liability and whether
investment returns meet expectations. The actuarial methodologies which vary across plans are being
assessed. The State’s actuaries are using actuarial assumptions and methodologies that are not best
practice or generally accepted. These factors can cause an understatement of pension liabilities and,
more importantly, lead to underfunded pension contributions. Although the State has lowered the
pension return assumption from 7.75% to 7.50% over the last four years more progress to lower the
return assumption is needed. The Legislature should consider creating a plan (e.g. over five years)
to systematically bring the return assumption more in-line with expected investment returns. It is
imperative that the annually required contribution be made annually to adequately fund the FRS pension
system. The Legislature should also consider formalizing a clear policy calling for full funding of
the actuarially required contribution each year.
Rating agencies have not coalesced around a standard methodology for treatment of other postemployment benefits (“OPEB”). Generally the analysis and credit implications of OPEB costs revolve
around whether benefits are contractually or constitutionally protected similar to pension benefits or, if
like Florida, benefits are discretionary and included in the budget on a pay-as-you-go basis. As a result,
the implicit subsidy associated with Florida’s OPEB does not materially affect its long-term liability
profile.
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LEVEL OF RESERVES
An important measure of financial health and ability to respond to unforeseen financial challenges is
the level of general fund reserves. The State’s unspent general revenue combined with the Budget
Stabilization Fund are collectively referred to herein as the “General Fund Reserves.” Figure 22 shows
the level of the State’s General Fund Reserves since 2007, as well as the projected June 30, 2018
General Fund Reserve balance. Historically, Florida’s level of reserves resulted from conservative
financial management practices, and rating agencies cite financial flexibility provided by reserves
as a key credit strength. The traditional measure used by credit analysts, investors and rating agencies
to assess the strength of the State’s financial position is the ratio of General Fund Reserves to general
revenues, expressed as a percentage.
General Fund Reserves
Historical Fiscal Years 2007 through 2017 and Projected 2018
(In Millions of Dollars)
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General Fund Reserves
The substantial growth in reserves in the early 2000s strengthened the State’s financial position and
was cited as a credit strength in State rating upgrades in early 2005. From Fiscal Years 2007 to 2009
when Florida experienced a precipitous decline in its major operating revenues (sales tax and
documentary stamp taxes) due to the Great Recession, General Fund Reserves were drawn down to
mitigate spending reductions. Improving revenue collections in each year since 2011, as well as an
informal policy to retain $1 billion in unspent general revenue, helped the state rebuild reserves.
General Fund Reserves at Fiscal Year-end 2017 were $2.9 billion or 9.8% of general revenues.
However, over the last two years General Fund Reserves have decreased by nearly $800 million, or
21%, as reserves were used to supplement spending. The Budget Stabilization Fund is fully funded at
the required 5% of general revenues.
General Fund Reserves are projected to be $2.7 billion at June 30, 2018, and reflect $225 million of
processed budget amendments related to Hurricane Irma expenses. The fiscal impact on the State’s
General Revenue Fund for Hurricane Irma expenses and approved individual assistance, including the
State’s share of county costs, is currently projected to be approximately $546 million, or net $202
million after expected reimbursements from FEMA, with an additional net $33 million to be paid from
State Trust Funds. These costs are expected to be incurred over multiple budget years and current
reserves provide sufficient financial flexibility to cover expenses in advance of FEMA reimbursement.
The State has used a portion of General Fund Reserves to support budgeted spending in each of the last
two fiscal years (2016 and 2017). The legislature should consider formalizing targeted General Fund
Reserves (unspent General Revenue plus Budget Stabilization Fund). Currently the amount of
unspent general revenue targeted as reserves is $1 billion and this has been helpful in maintaining
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prudent reserves and financial flexibility. However, a more dynamic target should be considered (such
as a percentage of General Fund Revenue other than a fixed dollar amount) to provide adequate
financial flexibility with a growing state budget and inevitable revenue volatility experienced during
changing economic climates or to address unexpected financial events like hurricanes.
Recently, rating agencies have been updating their rating criteria and methodology to include revenue
and reserve sensitivity analysis. Fitch’s FAST Model, for example, tests state revenue and reserve
sensitivity to a recession on the national level. This dynamic analysis is being used in order to move
away from “hard and fast” rating specific reserve requirements and instead, move toward understanding
how a state’s current level of reserves can serve to offset potential revenue volatility.
Trust Fund Reserves
Prior to 2009, trust fund balances that could be considered a “reserve,” such as moneys in the Lawton
Chiles Endowment Fund and other trust fund balances, were not included in measuring the State’s
reserves. The State has historically created trust funds and dedicated specified revenues for particular
purposes. Well over half of the State’s budget is comprised of trust-funded programs and activities.
Established budgetary practices identify excess trust fund balances that are available and can be used
for other purposes if directed by the Legislature. In fact, the Legislature has routinely swept available
trust fund balances to supplement the general fund budget during periods of economic weakness to
offset declining revenue collections. Therefore, including trust fund balances in the reserve analysis
provides a more holistic picture of the State’s financial flexibility. Figure 23 shows the impact of
including trust funds in the reserve analysis over the last ten years.
General Fund Plus Trust Fund Reserves
Hist orical Fiscal Years 2008 t hrough 2017 and Project ed 2018
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Figure 23

Including trust fund balances better reflects the State’s true financial flexibility available from
reserves. Total reserves (including trust fund balances) of approximately $5.8 billion or 19.6% of
general revenues at June 30, 2017 are considered strong by rating agencies. The adopted budget for
Fiscal Year 2018 includes the use of unspent General Revenue to supplement expected revenue
collections and the one-time use of trust fund balances equal to $448 million. Total reserves at June
30, 2018 are projected to decline to $5.3 billion or 17.0% of general revenues.
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REVIEW OF CREDIT RATINGS
The State’s credit rating is a rating agency’s assessment of the willingness and ability to timely repay
debt obligations. Credit ratings play an integral role in the municipal bond market and are one factor
that affects the State’s borrowing cost on debt offerings. Each rating agency considers four primary
factors in its analysis: governance, debt and liability profile, budget and financial management, and
economic indicators. Each agency assesses the four factors on a quantitative and qualitative basis
relative to the state’s peers within its rating category. Despite the standardization of credit factors, each
are evaluated slightly differently based on the agency’s published criteria.
State of Florida
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 2017, the
General Obligation Credit Ratings
three major rating agencies, S&P, Fitch, and
Rating
Outlook
Moody’s each affirmed the State’s AAA, AAA,
Standard & Poor’s
AAA
Stable
and Aa1 general obligation ratings and Stable
Fitch Ratings
AAA
Stable
Outlook, respectively. The stability in the State’s
Moody’s Investors Service
Aa1
Stable
general obligation ratings and credit strengths
reflect each agency’s view including: economic Figure 24
recovery and population growth; improved revenue collections that currently outpace estimates used to
fund the budget; greater financial flexibility through restoration of reserve levels following the
depletion from the peak during the Great Recession; and a relatively well-funded pension system.
Additionally, the State is continually recognized for its conservative financial and debt management
practices, including the Legislature’s consistent and prompt attention to addressing negative revenue
estimates during the downturn to maintain a balanced budget. The rating agencies also note the broad
employment growth, with all sectors experiencing positive year-over-year improvement as of July
2017. The existing ratings are further bolstered by strong long-term economic fundamentals including
a low cost of living, attractive tourist and retirement destinations, and favorable geographic location.
The State’s ongoing credit challenges include maintenance of structural budget balance despite
absorbing spending pressures; ongoing improvement in reserve balances following restoration since
the end of the Great Recession; and the potential negative fiscal and economic consequences or
unmanageable assessments caused by a catastrophic hurricane. In addition, the rating agencies will
continue to evaluate how management of long-term liabilities such as PPP contracts and pension
funding will affect the State’s budget. Rating agencies will continue to evaluate the State’s ability to
meet revenue projections, maintain improved reserves and structural budget balance given reliance
on economically sensitive sales tax collections, Florida’s primary operating revenue.

In an attempt to increase transparency, rating agencies are continuing to enhance their rating
methodologies and analysis. Both Fitch and Moody’s have recent publications utilizing scenario
analysis as a tool to stress tests state revenues and reserves in the event of a national recession. Rating
agencies also continue to clarify the criteria to be used to rate debt by state and local governments. Fitch
recently published a user guide detailing which key rating factor assessments and guidance for
evaluating metrics used as a “scorecard”. Such publications afford issuers the opportunity to anticipate
occurrences or situations which might have a rating impact either positively and negatively.
Over the past few years the rating agencies have increased their focus on issuer pension liabilities.
Moody’s and S&P make adjustments to issuer reported pension liabilities to reflect their view of
reasonable return assumptions, amortization periods, and other actuarial methodologies. As recently as
December 5th, 2017, Moody’s Investors Service proposed an update to their “US States Rating
Methodology” which would increase the weighting assigned to the debt and pension factor, further
underscoring the importance of prudent financial management and funding of the pension system. The
update also combines the pension and debt sub-factors into one sub-factor, reflecting how credit rating
agencies are evolving their view of total state long-term liabilities.
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CONCLUSION
Total State direct debt outstanding as of June 30, 2017 was $22.7 billion, a $1.4 billion decrease from
the prior fiscal year. Total debt has decreased by $5.5 billion, or 20%, since June 30, 2010. Indirect
debt decreased by $1.6 billion million during Fiscal Year 2017, to $10.2 billion from $11.8 billion at
June 30, 2016. Projected future debt issuance, primarily for transportation, totals $3.9 billion, an
80% increase from prior year projections. Projected issuance is driven by DOT’s planned use of the
Right-of-Way Acquisition and Bridge Construction bonding program ($1.8 billion), GARVEE ($1.2
billion), and the new DOT Financing Corporation ($815 million). Projections exclude any additional
borrowing for PECO, Florida Forever, and additional PPP projects entered into by the Department of
Transportation as the amounts and timing of debt issuance under these programs are unknown.
Florida’s debt is considered moderate and is manageable at the current level.
Reserves are critical and provide the financial flexibility necessary to address financial uncertainties.
At the end of Fiscal Year 2017, General Fund Reserves were $2.9 billion or 9.8% of general revenues.
General Fund Reserves are projected to be $2.7 billion at June 30, 2018, reflecting $225 million of
processed budget amendments related to Hurricane Irma costs. Trust fund balances also provide
reserves the State can utilize, if necessary. Including trust fund reserves augments the General Fund
Reserves and better reflects the State’s true level of financial flexibility. Total reserves, including trust
fund balances, were considered strong by rating agencies at $5.8 billion or 19.6% of general revenues
at June 30, 2017. Total reserves are expected to decrease, but remain sufficient at $5.3 billion or
17.0% of general revenues at June 30, 2018. Although Trust Fund balances also serve as an additional
source of reserves, augmenting the State’s financial flexibility, the Legislature should consider
establishing a more formal policy for General Fund Reserves.
The pension system is relatively well-funded with a funded ratio of 84.9% at June 30, 2016 based on
the GASB reporting methodology. Management and funding of the pension system are an important
aspect of evaluating Florida’s credit rating. Annual pension contributions are viewed as long-term
fixed costs by rating agencies, and like debt service, potentially crowd-out other expenditures and create
structural budget imbalance if not managed prudently. The assumptions and actuarial methodologies
used to calculate the required contributions and pension liability should accurately reflect realities
or it could lead to underfunded pension contributions and cause deterioration in funded status. The
Legislature should consider formalizing a clear policy calling for full funding of the required
contribution each year and focus on reducing the investment return assumption to protect the
strength of the pension system.
PPPs are increasingly popular as a financing mechanism that adds short and long-term liabilities to
the State’s balance sheet. PPPs refer to a multitude of various contractual arrangements that must be
carefully analyzed to determine its financial impact on the State. In some cases, the PPP contracts create
mandatory financial obligations that are properly reflected as State debt because they encumber future
State resources. PPPs have been used most frequently by the Department of Transportation and
universities. PPPs have added approximately $6.0 billion in State debt since inception with about
$4.3 billion currently outstanding. All PPP projects are reviewed by the Division of Bond Finance for
economic impact, return on investment, and potential credit impacts to the agency. The review process
helps ensure that the PPP project complies with the State’s debt management policies which promote
prudent financial management practices and are designed to minimize financing costs.
Universities have used their DSOs and PPPs as financing mechanisms to finance university facilities.
University and DSO debt combined totals $3.6 billion as of June 30, 2017. University and DSO debt
has been increasing while State direct debt has been decreasing. DSO debt represents nearly 77% of
all debt for universities and has accounted for nearly 90% of the $580 million increase in university
and DSO debt over the last six years. DSO debt is counted as indirect debt in this Report and if it were
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included in State direct debt, it would be 12% higher. However, the Board of Governors has enhanced
oversight and has guidelines for debt management and PPPs which requires their review and approval
of debt or PPPs used to finance university facilities. The Board of Governors is also asking the
universities’ Board of Trustees to perform a critical evaluation of the need for university facilities being
financed with debt or PPPs.
Credit ratings play an integral role in the municipal bond market and are one factor that affects the
State’s borrowing costs. S&P, Fitch, and Moody’s each affirmed their respective ratings of AAA,
AAA, and Aa1 and Stable “Outlook” on the State’s general obligation debt during Fiscal Year 2017.
Rating agencies cite credit strengths for the State as adhering to structural budget balance while
absorbing spending pressures; improved revenue performance; strong fiscal and debt management
practices; restoring reserves that improve financial flexibility; a relatively well-funded pension system;
and broad employment and population growth that both currently exceed the U.S. growth rates.
However, the State’s ratings are sensitive to revenue volatility due to its primary reliance on sales tax
to fund the budget and the potential negative fiscal and economic consequences of a catastrophic
hurricane. The State’s ability to maintain structural budget balance and manage long-term liabilities
related to the pension system and PPP contracts will also continue to factor into the credit analysis of
the State.
Annual debt service requirements on net tax-supported debt increased by $125 million to $2.2 billion
for Fiscal Year 2017 from $2.1 billion in Fiscal Year 2016. The increase in Fiscal Year 2017 debt
service requirement is due to the refinement of the way long-term PPP obligations are reflected.
Projected debt service is expected to increase to a high of $2.3 billion in Fiscal Year 2018, reflecting
the payment obligations for the I-4 Project.
Revenues available for debt service increased $1.4 billion in Fiscal Year 2017 to $38.9 billion. The
economic recovery has stabilized, as evidenced by an increased forecast for sales tax and documentary
stamp tax collections. The largest increase, of approximately $1 billion, in available revenue was from
the sales tax portion of General Revenue. The State’s forecast remains vulnerable to a change in the
Federal Reserve’s monetary policy or potential geopolitical uncertainty and its effect on the U.S. and
international economies. The August 2017 revenue estimates were used to prepare the 2017 Report.
Fiscal 2018 revenue collections through October 31, 2017, are approximately $246 million, or 2.6%,
less than the August 2017 projections due to the initial impacts of Hurricane Irma. Hurricane Irma’s
effect on future State revenue collections is unknown and any effects will not be included in projections
until the Revenue Estimating Conference meets in February 2018 to update and revise revenue
forecasts.
Debt service payments were nearly $125 million higher in Fiscal Year 2017 and the benchmark debt
ratio increased over the past year to 5.59%. The increase in the benchmark debt ratio is due to the
payment of the I-4 Ultimate Project. The projected benchmark debt ratio shows the ratio remains
below the 6% policy target for the foreseeable future. Annual debt service is projected to increase to
$2.3 billion in Fiscal Year 2018 due to the addition of adding PPP obligations for the I-4 Project causing
an increase in the benchmark debt ratio. The projected benchmark debt ratio should be used as a general
guide and should be considered by the Legislature when evaluating future debt authorization.
A comparison of 2016 debt ratios to national and peer group averages indicate that Florida’s debt
ratios are consistent with national and lower than peer group averages for all debt metrics.
Improvement in the State’s ranking among its peer group over the last ten years has resulted in the State
having the sixth lowest ratio of debt service to revenues. The State’s ranking for debt per capita
improved fifth lowest and fourth lowest for debt as a percentage of personal income.
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